RegOn is a movable collateral registry where notices over movable asset used as collateral are recorded and published, allowing lenders to check borrower’s creditworthiness and ranking and prioritization of lenders for each collateral. Through RegOn, Creditors will be able to register notices directly On-chain making them immutable, traceable and auditable, thereby reducing the risk of improper tampering.

This makes the system safer prioritizing the rights of the Creditor over the others. It’s a fully digitalized platform native speaking blockchain designed to contribute to the efficiency of the process and with an easy-to-use approach.

RegOn is a digital movable asset registry based on blockchain technology to create a new ecosystem to boost the issuing of credit lines towards SMEs guaranteed by trusted and registered collateral.
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The Movable Collateral Registry On-chain
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Competitive Advantages

- With blockchain, RegOn assures integrity and transparency attracting more lenders to improve the access credit and fuel growth of SMEs
- It allows cross selling opportunities thanks to the development and the offering of new value-added services which take advantage of the Blockchain network effects

Target Markets

- Central Authorities, Banks
- France, Belgium, Spain, Italy, Romania, Poland, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Slovenia

Contact

Luca Passerini
Business Champion / Activity Leader
e: Luca.Passerini@sia.eu
t: +39 02 6084 3295
Via Gonin 36 | 20147
Milano | Italy

RegOn is an innovation activity proudly supported by EIT Digital.

EIT Digital supports entrepreneurial teams from research and business organisations in launching new startups and new products in agile, 12-month projects called innovation activities. These activities are embedded in EIT Digital’s European ecosystem and receive a financial co-investment to package their technology, sign up customers and attract investors.